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Dr. Pronab Sen (Statistical Commission)
Professor Nagesh Revankar (SUNY Buffalo)
Sonia (India → Japan → Sweden)
Prachi Gupta (India → Japan)
ADBI (ADB Institute) 2 Indian Professionals
India – Japan Highspeed railway (JR, ADBI)
Prime Minister ABE
Engineering Education & technological Innovation

1, Natural Science (Engineers)
2, Social Science (Health Care, Social welfare)
3, Management --- On the job training
4, SME --- Honda, Toyota, Seven Eleven
5, Cultural Exchange
6, High school students -- exchange of program
    Skype exchange
Various Private Financial Investors in Asia

1. **Banks --- Safer projects**
   - Brown field (infrastructure)
   - Invest into operation period
   - Securitization after certain period of time
   - Privatized projects by the government

2. **Insurance and Pension funds** (Brown fields)
   - Long term projects (10 years – 20- 30 years)

3. **Revenue Bonds** (floating interest rate)
   - Uncertain income streams

4. **Equity Investments**
   - Construction period and Green fields
Enhance regional economy
Start up businesses, farmers, SMEs

Hometown Investment Trust Funds
A Stable Way to Supply Risk Capital

Yoshino, Naoyuki; Kaji, Sahoko (Eds.)
2013, IX, 98 p. 41 illus.,20 illus. in color

Japan, Cambodia, Vietnam, Peru

(i) Purchasing produces
(ii) Investment
(iii) Donation
Agricultural Funds

Beans and Wine

Vietnam and Cambodia